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INTRODUCTION

data for any specific locus (of the DNA of interest) corre-

Illumina’s BeadStation and BeadLab genotyping solutions

sponds. The DNA data is first normalized (using the same

use the GenCall software application to automatically

procedure as for the clustering algorithm). The calling

cluster, call genotypes, and assign confidence scores. The

operation (classification) is performed using a Bayesian

GenCall application incorporates a clustering algorithm

model. The score for each call (GenCall Score) is the

(GenTrain) and a calling algorithm.Genotyping calls for a

product of the GenTrain Score and a data-to-model fit

specific DNA are made by the calling algorithm, relying on

score. After scoring all the loci in the DNA of interest,

information provided by the GenTrain clustering algorithm.

the application computes a composite score for that DNA
(DNA Score). Subsequently, the GenCall score of each

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

locus for this DNA is further penalized by the DNA Score.

In a genotyping analysis, DNA from a population of several individuals is analyzed by a set of multiplexed arrays.

SCOPE OF THE GENCALL SCORE

The data for each multiplexed array is self-normalized

The GenCall Score is not a probability, but a score, prima-

using the information contained in that specific array.

rily designed as a means by which to rank and filter out

This normalization algorithm adjusts for nominal intensi-

failed genotypes, DNAs, and/or loci .(1) The sensitive region

ty variations observed in the two color channels, back-

of the GenCall Score (i.e., the region with highest rate of

ground differences between the channels, and possible

change of accuracy versus GenCall Score) is between the

crosstalk between the dyes. The behavior of each locus

values of 0.2 and 0.7 (Figure 1). Scores below 0.2 generally

is then modeled using a custom clustering algorithm that

indicate failed genotypes, while scores above 0.7 usually

incorporates several biological heuristics on SNP genotyp-

report well-behaving genotypes.

ing. In cases where fewer than three clusters are observed

GenCall Scores may be averaged among DNAs and

(e.g., due to low minor-allele frequency), locations and

among loci for purposes of evaluating the quality of the

shapes of the missing clusters are estimated using neural

genotyping within a particular DNA or locus. For example,

networks. Depending on the shapes of the clusters and

we often evaluate “GC10” and “GC50” scores that are calcu-

their relative distance to each other, a statistical score is

lated by taking the 10th percentile and the 50th percentile

devised (the GenTrain score). This score is designed to

(median) of the GenCall Scores for a certain locus, respec-

mimic evaluations made by a human expert’s visual and

tively. Using GC10 and GC50 Scores, a user may choose

cognitive systems. In addition, it has been evolved using

to fail particularly poor performing loci, for instance,

the genotyping data from top and bottom strands (see

by discarding loci with GC10 of 0.1 or lower. Also, a series

“Score Validation”). This score is combined with several

of aggregate statistics (i.e., average) of the GC10 or GC50

penalty terms (for example low intensity, mismatch

scores for each DNA can be used to identify low-quality

between existing and predicted clusters) in order to make

DNAs (for instance, a user may discard DNA samples with

up the training (“GenTrain”) score. The GenTrain score,

average GC10 scores of 0.2 or lower). The GenCall Score

along with the cluster positions and shapes for each SNP,

can also be used in situations where users have a mini-

is saved for use by the calling algorithm.

mum required call rate. This rate translates to making
calls on a certain percentile of the data. Users can sort

CALLING ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

all their genotypes based on the GenCall Score, and then

To call genotypes for an individual’s DNA, the calling

choose the top (Nth) percentile of interest for their study.

algorithm takes the DNA’s intensity values and the
information generated by the clustering algorithm;
subsequently, it then identifies to which cluster the
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SCORE VALIDATION
FIGURE 1: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRAND CORRELATION
(ACCURACY) AND GENCALL SCORE

The informative power of the GenCall score has been
verified by top/bottom strand correlation studies.(1, 2 )
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In these studies, each SNP is designed twice, once from
completion of the assays and running GenCall, the data
for the two strands are compared for similarity in the
final calls. For a successful assay, one would not expect
to have different calls (e.g., A/A and A/B) made on the
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two strands of a certain locus. Prior to comparing the
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calls, the “No Call” genotypes are identified and eliminat-
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ed. A “No Call” implies that a valid call could not be made
for that specific genotype. A user can define “No Calls”
based on a threshold placed on the GenCall Scores. For
a fixed threshold value, the application computes the
strand-to-strand correlation and the call rate. Call rate
is defined as the ratio of number of genotypes exceeding
the threshold value to the total number of genotypes.
CallRate =
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G enC all Score

Correlation of assay quality, as estimated by GenCall Score, with
cumulative accuracy (strand correlation) of SNP calls. The data are
progressively excluded by GenCall Score, beginning at a GenCall
Score of zero where all the data are evaluated. A total of 355
DNA’s were assayed on both strands at 288 SNP loci (408,960 total
allele calls). Accuracy is measured by the correlation of alleles
determined on the two DNA strands.
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FIGURE 2: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRAND CORRELATION
(ACCURACY) AND CALL RATE
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racy (hereinafter referred to as accuracy) and is defined
as the ratio of the number of matching alleles
to the total number of alleles.
Accuracy =

Strand Correlation

The strand-to-strand correlation is a proxy for the accu-
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As the threshold value is changed, different measures of
accuracy and call rate are obtained, resulting in a curve.
Figure 2 illustrates a strand correlation experiment evaluating the effectiveness of the GenCall Score. Each point
represents strand correlation coefficient at a particular
threshold applied by the GenCall Score. As one increases

The same set of 408,960 allele calls from Figure 1 is evaluated
for call rate (fraction call) and accuracy (strand correlation).
Each point represents the mentioned values at a particular
threshold applied to GenCall Score. For this study, one can select
a call rate of 99% to obtain 99.7% accuracy, whereas a call rate
of 90% yields 99.8% accuracy.

the threshold, the call rate decreases, while the accuracy
increases. This increase of accuracy (as a function of
threshold) demonstrates the informative power of the
GenCall Score.
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